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In the COVID-19 pandemic, drug repositioning has presented itself as an alternative to the time-
consuming process of generating new drugs. This review describes a drug repurposing process that is
based on a new data-driven approach: we put forward five information paths that associate COVID-19-
related genes and COVID-19 symptoms with drugs that directly target these gene products, that target
the symptoms or that treat diseases that are symptomatically or genetically similar to COVID-19. The
intersection of the five information paths results in a list of 13 drugs that we suggest as potential
candidates against COVID-19. In addition, we have found information in published studies and in
clinical trials that support the therapeutic potential of the drugs in our final list.
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Introduction
The novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 emerged in December 2019,
and since then, there has been an increasing interest in finding
new ways of treating COVID-19. This is not a new scenario: three
highly pathogenic coronaviruses, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2, have emerged within the past 20 years. Nonethe-
less, there are currently no approved drugs tailored against
SARS-CoV-2, nor for human coronaviruses in general.1,2

These pathogen emergences are an urgent situation in which
drug development seems to be an inefficient option. There is,
however, the possibility of reusing already-approved drugs that
can help to treat the disease. This paper describes and validates
drug-repurposing (DR) methods using an existing medical data
platform, DISNET,3 which holds information about the relations
between diseases and symptoms, symptoms and drugs, diseases
and genes, and drugs and targets. The DR methods that we used
⇑ Corresponding author at: Centro de Tecnología Biomédica, Universidad Politécnica de Madr
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consider the gene associations and symptomatology of a disease
of interest in order to find reusable drugs. In this case study, the
disease of interest is COVID-19.

Our objective was to assess the different repositioning proce-
dures that can be derived from DISNET, execute them for
COVID-19, and explore the current literature and ongoing clini-
cal trials relating to COVID-19, in order to validate our results
and methodology.

Thus, we present a simple and straightforward pipeline that
uses DISNET to unveil potential drugs that can be repurposed
to treat a particular disease, in our case, COVID-19. It is a
straightforward method because DISNET presents the data neces-
sary to describe disease–drug, symptom–drug, and target–drug
associations, all summarized in one platform. It is a simple
method because it can be easily re-done to find repurposable
drugs for diseases other than COVID-19, for instance, potential
future coronavirus emergences.
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Data-driven COVID-19 DR approaches
The proposed analysis intends to provide a list of already-existing
and approved drugs that could show promise in treating COVID-
19. With this aim, we studied five different paths to explore the
relationships described by DISNET information as a means to
find repurposable drugs:

� Path 1: COVID – symptoms – drugs. We identified COVID-19
symptoms, and then obtained the drugs that are directly indi-
cated for those symptoms.

� Path 2: COVID – symptoms – diseases – drugs. We identified
COVID-19 symptoms, then extracted the diseases that are
associated with those symptoms, and finally the drugs that
are used to treat such diseases.

� Path 3: COVID – symptoms – diseases – genes – targets – drugs.
We identified COVID-19 symptoms, then obtained the dis-
eases that had symptoms in common with COVID-19. We
then extracted the genes related to such diseases. Afterwards,
the targets associated with those genes and, finally, drugs
related to those targets were identified.

� Path 4: COVID – genes – diseases – drugs. Having identified
genes that are associated with COVID-19, we obtained dis-
eases that have gene associations in common with COVID-
19. Drugs that are indicated for those diseases were then
identified.

� Path 5: COVID – genes – targets – drugs. Having identified
COVID-19-associated genes, we extracted the proteins that
are associated with these genes. These proteins were then con-
sidered as drug targets, and the drugs that are associated with
these targets were obtained.
FIGURE 1
Representation of the information paths followed in our DR pipeline. Starting from
lists were derived from each path. Data involved in the different paths include
stored in the three DISNET layers, which are represented in different colors: oran
drugs layer. Image credits: icons from Flaticon.com.
A graphical representation of the different pathways used in
the analysis is presented in Fig. 1.

All information used was provided by the DISNET platform,
queried in January 2021. Drugs in the list resulting from the
intersection of the five paths were further analyzed: the drugs
were validated by searching both the literature and clinical trials
data for evidence and hypothesized mechanisms to support their
potential to be repurposed for COVID-19.
Data acquisition and integration
All data employed in this work were obtained from the DISNET
project database. DISNET aims to extract biomedical knowledge
related to diseases, including (but not limited to) symptoms,
genes, and drugs, by mining and querying public sources.3 The
disease information is stored in a heterogeneous database that
is structured in three levels: the phenotypical layer (with mainly
disease–symptoms associations), the biological layer (containing
the associations of diseases with genes and proteins, among
other associations), and the drugs layer (which stores drug-
related data, including the associations of drugs with diseases).
The integration of this variety of information makes it possible
to discover patterns and uncover knowledge that would other-
wise remain unknown.

Intermediate data files providing further results can be
accessed in the public repository specified in the Data avail-
ability section. Summaries of the data used are included in
two tables in the Appendix A. Supplementary data sec-
tion: SM1—Supplementary Table 1 provides details of data
used to describe entities (diseases, symptoms, genes, proteins and
Drug Discovery Today

COVID-19 symptoms (P1, P2, and P3) and genes (P4 and P5), different drug
symptoms, diseases, genes, proteins, targets, and drugs. These entities are
ge for the phenotypical layer, green for the biological layer, and pink for the
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targets, drugs, and COVID-19 symptoms and genes), whereas
SM1—Supplementary Table 2 provides insights into the
data used to describe relationships (disease–symptom, disease–
gene, gene–protein, drug–disease, drug–target, and drug–symp-
tom associations). Both tables cover data descriptions, counts,
identifiers, provenance, source, and date of access for each layer
when possible. Given the heterogeneity, diversity, and large
number of data sources in the life sciences domain, COVID-19
has been differently represented and codified in multiple termi-
nologies. We have included several entities that have been used
to represent COVID-19 in different codifications (SM1—Sup-
plementary Table 3). All of these instances have been treated
as a single entity when considering COVID-19 in DISNET.

Diseases are represented in the DISNET database by different
codifications, depending on the layer and source. When the
analysis was performed, there was a total of 9,225 different dis-
eases in the phenotypical layer (codified by DISNET’s own iden-
tifiers), 24,314 in the biological layer (identified by Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) Concept Unique Identifiers
(CUIs)), and 9,116 in the drugs layer (represented by UMLS
CUIs).

Drugs and drug information (such as the molecular type, the
chemical structure, or the International Chemical Identifier
(InChI) key) were extracted from ChEMBL4–5 (https://www.ebi.
ac.uk/chembl/) in May 2020. There were 3,944 different drugs
codified by ChEMBL identifiers. Of those, 1,821 drugs were
related to the 9,116 diseases identified in the drugs layer. Such
associations were obtained from CTD6 (The Comparative Toxi-
cogenomics Database, http://ctdbase.org/). Symptoms were
extracted from the mining of textual sources. MetaMap version
2016v2 was the natural language processing (NLP) tool utilized
for this task. For more details about its configuration and the
source specifications, further explanations can be checked at
http://disnet.ctb.upm.es/.3,7 A total of 2,248 symptoms and
211,362 disease–symptom associations were available when the
analysis was performed.

Three textual sources were mined to identify COVID-19
symptoms: Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org), the Euro-
pean Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, (ECDC;
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en) and the Mayo Clinic (https://
www.mayoclinic.org/). COVID-19 documents from the Mayo
Clinic were monitored through time and represented in the dif-
ferent DISNET snapshots captured from March 1, 2020 to Febru-
ary 1, 2021. Three documents from Wikipedia and the ECDC
were specifically mined in December 2020. Their web addresses
are: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symptoms_of_COVID-19, and
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/covid-19/latest-
evidence/clinical.

A total of 76 different COVID-19 symptoms were identified,
withWikipedia texts providing 37 symptoms, ECDC documenta-
tion 23, and the Mayo Clinic sources 52. Of the 76 symptoms, 12
were found in all three sources. For the symptoms associated
with other diseases, DISNET contains information from three
sources—Wikipedia, Mayo Clinic, and PubMed—mined at differ-
ent times as explained by Lagunes-García et al.3 The current anal-
ysis was carried out with the information available in all DISNET
560 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
snapshots up to February 1, 2021. In addition, symptoms were
also included in DISNET’s drug layer as indications for each drug.
The relationships between drugs and their indicated symptoms
were extracted from ChEMBL in May 2020. A total of 10,475
drug–symptoms associations (involving 1,857 different drugs
and 851 different symptoms) were recorded in DISNET.

Genes and gene information (National Center for Biotechnol-
ogy Information (NCBI) identifiers, names, symbols, and so on),
as well as disease–gene associations (DGAs), were extracted from
DisGeNET8 (https://www.disgenet.org/) in May 2020. The
extracted data included 20,610 genes and 358,209 DGAs.

COVID-19 genes were downloaded from DisGeNET COVID-
19 Data (https://www.disgenet.org/downloads) in November
2020. A total of 75 genes were stored in DISNET’s knowledge
base. Proteins encoded by these genes were extracted from Dis-
GeNET in May 2020. They were identified by UniProt9 (https://
www.uniprot.org/) accession numbers. In the DISNET biological
layer, there was a total of 18,521 proteins and 15,770 gene–pro-
teins associations. In addition, proteins that featured as targets in
DISNET’s drug layer were extracted from ChEMBL in May 2020.
Associations between drugs and targets were obtained from both
ChEMBL and DrugBank10 (https://www.drugbank.com/). There
were 1,594 targets, 7,727 different drug–target associations and
2,874 drugs associated with available targets.

DISNET DR information paths
The inputs for the current analysis were the symptoms or genes
related to COVID-19 mentioned above. Information paths 1, 2,
and 3 started from COVID-19 symptoms, whereas paths 4
and 5 used COVID-19 genes as the entry point (Fig. 1). The drug
lists derived from each path were obtained as output. The fol-
lowed information paths are described below.

� Path 1: COVID – symptoms – drugs. Of the 76 COVID-19
symptoms identified with UMLS CUIs, two mapped to pheno-
typic effects that were considered to be indications for
ChEMBL drugs, particularly ‘Insulin-dependent diabetes mel-
litus’ and ‘Infection’.

� Path 2: COVID – symptoms – disease – drugs. The 76 COVID-
19 symptoms were associated with other 2,630 diseases,
which were in turn associated with 1,806 different drugs.
Examples of diseases that are phenotypically related to
COVID-19 (that is, that have symptoms in common with
COVID-19) would be ‘Pulmonary edema’, ‘Pneumonia’, ‘Peri-
carditis’, ‘Sarcoidosis’, ‘Lyme disease’, ‘Cardiac tamponade’,
‘Leptospirosis’, ‘Churg-Strauss syndrome’, ‘Kawasaki disease’
or ‘Hypothyroidism’. From now on, these diseases will be
referred to as DPCs (Diseases Phenotypically similar to
COVID-19). The drug that was associated with the largest
number of DPCs was ‘Valproic acid’ followed by
‘Acetaminophen’.

� Path 3: COVID – symptoms – diseases – genes – targets – drugs.
In the third information path (P3 in Fig. 1), which starts from
the 76 COVID-19 symptoms, a total of 2,395 DPCs were asso-
ciated with 1,209 different genes, which were in turn targets
for 2,177 drugs. ‘Fostamatinib’ was the drug associated with
the largest number of DPC-related targets (260 targets).

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
http://ctdbase.org/
http://disnet.ctb.upm.es/
https://www.wikipedia.org
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en
https://www.mayoclinic.org/
https://www.mayoclinic.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symptoms_of_COVID-19
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/covid-19/latest-evidence/clinical
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/covid-19/latest-evidence/clinical
https://www.disgenet.org/
https://www.disgenet.org/downloads
https://www.uniprot.org/
https://www.uniprot.org/
https://www.drugbank.com/
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� Path 4: COVID – genes – diseases – drugs. Of the 75 COVID-
19-related genes, 65 were related to other 1,943 diseases,
which were in turn associated with 1,798 drugs. We refer to
diseases that have related genes in common with COVID-19
as DBCs (Diseases Biologically similar to COVID-19) as they
have a biological resemblance to COVID-19. The DBCs that
share the most related genes with COVID-19, are ‘Breast carci-
noma’, ‘Malignant neoplasm of breast’, ‘Diabetes mellitus’,
‘Neoplasm metastasis’, ‘Liver carcinoma’, ‘Obesity’, ‘Diabetes
mellitus, non-insulin-dependent’, ‘Rheumatoid arthritis’,
‘Atherosclerosis’ and ‘Lupus erythematosus, systemic’.

� Path 5: COVID – genes – targets – drugs. Finally, the fifth
information path (P5 in Fig. 1) started with the 75 COVID-
19 genes and obtained their associated proteins, which were
then considered as drug targets. There were 36 different tar-
gets, which were associated with 143 different drugs. ‘Binime-
tinib’ was the drug associated to the largest number of
COVID-19-related targets (12 targets).

Validation with clinical trials data
In order to validate these DR paths, we compared the drugs
obtained from the five pathways with those currently under test-
ing in clinical trials for COVID-19. This comparison would vali-
date our DR approach if it covered drugs that are thought to
treat or evidenced to treat COVID-19 effectively, based not only
on computational methods but also on empirical knowledge.
That is, our DR approach would be validated if it predicted med-
ications that appeared in the clinical trials and that therefore had
some empirical evidence to support their efficacy in treating
COVID-19. The drug trials were obtained from the DrugBank

COVID-19 clinical trials section (https://go.drugbank.com/indi-

cations/DBCOND0126697#drug-trials). By the end of February
2021, there were 1,654 clinical trials for COVID-19, studying
712 different drugs.

DrugBank considers two types of drugs: small molecule drugs
and biotech drugs. However, the drugs from DISNET’s database
that were considered in this study were those defined by a Drug-
Bank code and a CHEMBL identifier simultaneously, excluding
some compounds that DrugBank but not DISNET may consider
as to be drugs. Of the 712 small molecules and biotech drugs that
were being tested for COVID-19, 344 met DISNET’s criteria.
Potential drugs for COVID-19
Diseases phenotypically related to COVID-19 (DPCs) and dis-
eases biologically related to COVID-19 (DBCs) were studied for
their similarities with COVID-19, which derived new avenues
in DR possibilities. The mean numbers of DPC-related-
symptoms were obtained for each of the disease categories that
has symptoms similar to those of COVID-19. Likewise, the mean
numbers of DBC-related-genes helped to reveal the disease cate-
gories that were genetically similar to COVID-19. DPCs and
DBCs were classified according to ICD-10-CM (International

Classification of Diseases 10 Clinical Modification, https://

www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd10cm.htm) (Fig. 2).
From a phenotypical standpoint, the classes that seemed to be

most tightly related to COVID-19 (that is, that presented higher
mean numbers of COVID-19-related symptoms) were ‘E00-E90:
Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases’, ‘A00-B99: Cer-
tain infectious and parasitic diseases’, ‘I00-I99: Diseases of the cir-
culatory system’ and ‘K00-K93: Diseases of the digestive system’.
These classes contained the most symptoms that were shared
between DPCs and COVID-19. From a biological standpoint,
ICD classes ‘C00-D48: Neoplasms’, ‘I00-I99: Diseases of the circu-
latory system’, ‘K00-K93: Diseases of the digestive system’ and
‘A00-B99: Certain infectious and parasitic diseases’ contained
the largest number of genes that were shared between DBCs
and COVID-19.

These results showed that COVID-19 is more likely be treated
by drugs that are indicated for diseases in ICD classes A00-B99
(Infectious), I00-I99 (Circulatory), or K00-K93 (Digestive), as
these classes share the greatest number of symptoms and genes
with COVID-19. Furthermore, the fact that COVID-19 mostly
shared genes with diseases classified as C00-D48 (Neoplasms),
suggests that COVID-19 and cancer could have some similarities
from a molecular and immunological standpoint.

The drug lists that resulted from each of the five repurposing
paths had 13 drugs in common (Table 1), meaning that these
drugs are used to: treat COVID-19 symptoms, treat diseases sim-
ilar to COVID-19 (similar in terms of common symptoms and in
terms of common genes), and target proteins associated with the
COVID-19 disease, as well as target proteins associated with dis-
eases similar to COVID-19 in terms of symptomatology. For more
details on the different intersections between the DR paths, the
Appendix A. Supplementary data section (SM 2—Path
intersections) provides further analysis.

The 13 drugs identified by all of the repurposing pathways are
classified into five categories according to the MeSH-
pharmacological action (PA) therapeutic uses11 (Table 1): ‘Anti-
infective’, ‘Cardiovascular’, ‘Antineoplastic’, ‘Respiratory System’

or ‘Antirheumatic’ agents’. The most repeated classes for these
drugs were ‘Anti-infective agents’ and ‘Cardiovascular agents’,
confirming the potential of these drug classes for reuse according
to the virus’ and the disease's known nature and biology. In addi-
tion, the presence of ‘Antineoplastic agents’ supports the previ-
ously mentioned hypothesis that COVID-19 shares some
commonalities with cancer in that both can extend from a pri-
mary point to other anatomic locations12 and, in some cases,
can be mediated similarly by the immune system. Treating
COVID-19 with drugs that have antineoplastic properties has
been an important study subject in recent months.13

The distribution of the numbers of symptoms and genes
related to DPCs and DBCs, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3.
The average number of in DPC-associated symptoms was 7.88,
whereas the mean number of DBC-associated genes was 4.26.
In the case of DBC-associated gene numbers, the distribution
was centered around the mode (which was 2), meaning that
most DBCs shared a small number of genes with COVID-19. In
the case of DPC-associated symptoms, the distribution is more
dispersed (DPCs tended to share higher numbers of symptoms
with COVID-19). The 13 drugs that intersected in the five paths
were associated with at least one DPC and DBC, situated in per-
centile 0.955 of the explained symptoms distribution and per-
centile 0.925 of the explained genes distribution, respectively.
Thus, the 13 drugs are indicated for at least one DPC and one
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 561
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FIGURE 2
Distribution of the mean numbers of DPC symptoms and DBC genes by International Classification of Diseases (ICD) class.

TABLE 1

Drugs that are identified by all five repositioning paths.

Drug name MeSH-pharmacological action (PA) therapeutic uses COVID-19 associated target

Aldesleukin Antineoplastic agents, anti-infective agents IL2RA
Candesartan cilexetil Cardiovascular agents AGTR1
Cefazolin Anti-infective agents IL2
Enalapril Cardiovascular agents ACE
Epinephrine Cardiovascular agents, respiratory system agents TNF
Everolimus Antineoplastic agents MTOR
Hydroxychloroquine Antirheumatic agents, anti-infective agents ACE2
Losartan Cardiovascular agents AGTR1
Minocycline Anti-infective agents IL1B
Ramipril Cardiovascular agents ACE
Sirolimus Antineoplastic agents, anti-infective agents MTOR
Sitagliptin – DPP4
Vildagliptin – DPP4
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DBC with the greatest numbers of symptoms and genes shared
with COVID-19.

Moreover, and corroborating the insights of the present work,
the 13 drugs have already been tested or hypothesized as poten-
tial treatments for COVID-19. In the rest of this section, we dis-
cuss how these drugs have already been related to COVID-19 in
the literature. Further explanations of each drug’s mechanism of
action are included in the Appendix A. Supplementary
data section (SM 3—Intersecting drugs mechanisms
of action).
562 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
Aldesleukin
Aldesleukin is a cytokine (interleukin 2 (IL2)) used to boost the
immune system for the treatment of some types of kidney and
skin cancer. DISNET associated the IL2 receptor alpha gene
(IL2RA) (along with other IL2 receptors) with COVID-19 and
with DPCs.

Some studies suggest the use of immunotherapy to treat the
heightened inflammatory response and the pulmonary complica-
tions that SARS-CoV-2 produces in some patients.14,15 IL2 can be
a suitable immunomodulator for improving the state of COVID-
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FIGURE 3
Distributions of DPC-associated symptoms and DBC-associated genes. On
the left is the boxplot for the 2,630 DPC-associated symptoms, having a
mean of 7.88 and a maximum of 41. On the right is the boxplot for the 1,943
DBC-associated genes, having a mean of 4.26 and a maximum of 42.
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19 patients as it induces the proliferation and maturation of cells
(regulatory T cells) that play a role in the control of excessive
inflammation.15 There is currently a clinical trial that aims to
demonstrate the efficacy of low-dose IL2 in COVID-19 patients
who develop acute respiratory distress syndrome.16

Cefazolin
Not much research has been done on the use of the antibiotic
cefazolin for COVID-19. It has appeared only as a candidate
SARS-CoV-2 inhibitor in a study that used chemoinformatics
and machine learning to detect FDA-approved drugs that could
target essential SARS-CoV-2 structures.17 DISNET data showed a
relationship between cefazolin and the SARS-CoV-2-associated-
gene, IL2.

The main use of cefazolin is to kill bacteria by disrupting their
cell wall. However, recent studies have shown in-silico and in-
vitro evidence that cefazolin can bind to some cytokine receptors
(including the IL2 receptor), and therefore inhibits the prolifera-
tion and differentiation of immune cells, and the production of
cytokines.18,19 This could help to mitigate the effects of the
excessive immune response that SARS-CoV-2 induces in some
patients. In addition, cefazolin could treat secondary bacterial
pneumonia induced by COVID-19.

Epinephrine
Epinephrine is usually employed in the treatment of severe aller-
gic reactions. It is often used for the treatment of anaphylaxis,
and as a second-line agent in septic shock, acute asthma, cardiac
arrest, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. There is currently not
much evidence as to whether the use of epinephrine would be
beneficial for mitigating COVID-19 symptoms.20,21

Everolimus and sirolimus
Everolimus and sirolimus (or rapamycin) are mTOR inhibitors, a
group of immunosuppressants that are used in transplant
patients. DISNET associated mTOR with COVID-19 disease and
with these two drugs. In the literature, it has been proposed that
mTOR inhibitors can reduce the severity of COVID-19 infec-
tion.22,23 A small number of studies have produced clinical evi-
dence to suggest that everolimus may be beneficial to
hospitalized transplant patients who are suffering from COVID-
19.24,25 Other studies have proposed that rapamycin should be
used for its ability to inhibit protein synthesis and the synthesis
of pro-inflammatory molecules, blocking viral replication and
the cytokine storm that occurs in acute COVID-19 infec-
tions.26,27 In addition, a network-based DR study found that sir-
olimus is a potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 drug because it targets the
human–coronavirus interactome.28
Hydroxychloroquine
Hydroxychloroquine has shown conflicting results when used in
the treatment of COVID-19.29 This drug was first evaluated for
use against SARS-CoV-2 because it is a less toxic derivative of
chloroquine, a drug that had demonstrated antiviral effects
against SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.30 However, accumulating
data from controlled trials suggest that neither chloroquine nor
hydroxychloroquine provides a clinical benefit for patients with
COVID-19. In a randomized, blinded, placebo-controlled trial of
479 hospitalized patients with COVID-19, hydroxychloroquine
did not improve 14-day clinical status or 28-day mortality.31 In
the DISNET data, hydroxychloroquine is associated with the
coronavirus-related gene, ACE2, which encodes the ACE2 pro-
tein used by the virus to enter the host cell.
Angiotensin II receptor Blockers (ARBs) and Angiotensin
Covering Enzyme inhibitors (ACEi)
Losartan and candesartan cilexetil are classified as Angiotensin II
Receptor Blockers (ARBs), drugs that are used to treat high blood
pressure and heart failure. The same biological effect is produced
by another class of medications, Angiotensin Covering Enzyme
inhibitors (ACEi), which include enalapril and ramipril. ACEis
and ARBs are notably used in diabetic and in hypertense patients.

According to the DISNET data, COVID-19 and many DPCs are
associated with AGTR1 (Angiotensin II Receptor Type 1) and ACE
(Angiotensin I Converting Enzyme), which are targets for ARB
and ACEi proteins, respectively.

There has been some controversy over the use of these types
of medications to treat COVID-19.32 On the one hand, some
studies in animal models have shown that ACEis and ARBs
upregulate the production of ACE2.33,34 In addition, the upregu-
lation of ACE2 has been shown to be protective against acute res-
piratory distress syndrome and acute lung injury.35–37 On the
other hand, because SARS-CoV-2 uses ACE2 to enter the host
cell,38 it has been hypothesized that increased ACE2 expression
may produce a higher risk of COVID-19 infection.39 However,
this risk has not proven to be an issue in a number of clinical
studies reviewed by Liu et al.,40 and there is no elevated risk of
infection in patients undergoing ACEi/ARB therapy. Further-
more, the same review showed that patients with hypertension
who were receiving ACEi/ARB treatment were linked to a lower
mortality rate than their non-receiving counterparts with
hypertension.40
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 563
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More specifically, a study on ARBs proved that these mole-
cules are safe and effective against SARS-CoV-2: molecular-
docking and molecular-dynamics evidence for candesartan and
losartan, as well as in-vitro evidence for losartan, showed that
these are suitable new drugs against SARS-CoV-2. Moreover, clan-
desartan cilexetil has been studied further for its potential to
downregulate the cytokine storm that SARS-CoV-2 induces in
some patients.41
Minocycline
Minocycline, a tetracycline antibiotic, is another drug that has
been studied repeatedly as a COVID-19 DR.42–45 Tetracyclines
have proven to be efficient against other positive-sense RNA
viruses,46–48 and they have anti-inflammatory properties that
could inhibit the inflammatory response in acute SARS-CoV-2
infections.44,45,47,49 Furthermore, a combinatorial computational
study has found minocycline to be a potent inhibitor of the
SARS-CoV-2 main protease.50 In the DISNET data, minocycline
was indicated for the positive RNA-virus-borne disease West Nile
Fever, which shares 23 out of the 76 symptoms associated with
COVID-19.
Sitagliptin and vildagliptin
Sitagliptin and vildagliptin are inhibitors of the DPP-4 protein
(DPP-4i), which are used as anti-diabetic drugs for type-2 dia-
betes. DPP-4 is a ubiquitous enzyme that is expressed on the sur-
face of most cell types. It deactivates a variety of other bioactive
peptides, including glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypep-
tide and glucagon-like peptide 1; therefore, its inhibition could
potentially affect glucose regulation through multiple effects.

The data from DISNET showed DPP4–COVID-19 and DPP4–
DPCs associations. DISNET data also showed that the diseases
‘Type 2 diabetes’ and ‘Diabetes mellitus type 20 shared around
14% of symptoms with COVID-19 (11 and 10 symptoms, respec-
tively, out of a total of 76). More generally, the diseases ‘Diabetes
mellitus’ and ‘Diabetes’ shared around a 27% of symptoms with
COVID-19 (22 and 20 symptoms, respectively). Some studies
have concluded that the benefits of DPP-4i drugs for the treat-
ment of COVID-19 are unclear.51,52 However, a small study
showed that diabetic patients who used DPP-4i had a lower mor-
tality rate and were less likely to need non-invasive mechanical
ventilation than non-DPP-4i diabetic users.53

More specifically, the DPP-4i sitagliptin has been proposed as
a potential treatment for COVID-19 in a couple of computational
DR studies.17,54 In addition, it has been reported that diabetic
patients treated with the DPP-4i sitagliptin at the time of hospi-
talization had a lower mortality rate, better clinical outcomes,
and more hospital discharges than their diabetic counterparts
not taking sitagliptin.55

The fact that these 13 drugs are being studied or discussed in
the literature as potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 treatments demon-
strates that DISNET and the suggested paths are reliable DR
approaches. Not only that, but comparisons with ongoing clini-
cal trials further validated the reliability of these approaches: of
the 344 DISNET drugs undergoing clinical trials, 329 (or
95.64% of the on-trial DISNET-compliant drugs) were identified
by our DR methodology. Of these drugs, 100 were identified by
564 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
path 1, 272 by path 2, 263 by path 3, 272 by path 4, and
56 by path 5.

Out of the 13 final drugs identified by all five pathways, eight
were being tested in clinical trials, namely: aldesleukin, ramipril,
enalapril, losartan, sirolimus, minocycline, sitagliptin, and
hydroxychloroquine. Finding these drugs both in the intersec-
tion of the five paths and in the ongoing or concluded trials cor-
roborates the idea that they can potentially be repurposed for the
target disease. Furthermore, the five remaining drugs that are pre-
sent in the intersecting list but not in the clinical trials have a sim-
ilar molecular underlying process or the same classifications as
the eight that are in clinical trials: candesartan cilexetil is a cardio-
vascular agent classified as an ARB, just like losartan; everolimus is
an immunosuppressor mTOR inhibitor, like sirolimus; and vilda-
gliptin is an anti-diabetic drug, as is sitagliptin. Cefazolin is an
antibiotic that may target viral structures, whereas epinephrine
could be used for some COVID-19 symptoms (although the asso-
ciation with this disease was established in the different paths
very nonspecifically). The plausibility of 11 of the 13 intersecting
drugs as agents against the virus has been validated by evidence or
hypotheses in scientific publications, or by their presence in offi-
cial clinical trials in the context of COVID-19.

Although not further studied in the current manuscript, inter-
sections between other paths include promising repurposable
drugs for COVID-19. The most important paths are thought to
be paths 2, 4, and 5, as they provide drugs that are indicated
for the treatment of diseases that are symptomatologically and
genetically similar to COVID-19 and that drugs target COVID-
19 related genes directly. These three paths converge upon 81
different drugs, 38 of which (46.91%) are present in clinical tri-
als. An example would be baricitinib, which has been studied
as a treatment for COVID-19, sometimes in combination with
remdesivir, because of its capacity to reduce systemic inflamma-
tion and lung injury.56–58
Concluding remarks
This present study proposes a new pipeline consisting of five
information paths that identify already-existing drugs that are
potentially reusable for COVID-19. These five paths led to five
different drug lists, which shared 13 drugs in common, namely:
aldesleukin, candesartan cilexetil, cefazolin, enalapril, epinephr-
ine, everolimus, hydroxychloroquine, losartan, minocycline,
ramipril, sirolimus, sitagliptin, and vildagliptin. Some of these
drugs (for example, hydroxychloroquine) have already been
tested as treatments for COVID-19, whereas others (such as
ARB and ACEi drugs or DDP-4i drugs) might seem like more
remote possibilities. Nevertheless, all 13 drugs have been men-
tioned throughout the literature as potentially useful treatments
against COVID-19.

What is more, of the 13 drugs identified by all five pathways,
eight have been or are being directly tested against COVID-19 in
clinical trials. The remaining five drugs have very similar mecha-
nisms of action and are classified in the same categories as some
of these eight drugs. In addition, 95.64% of all existing drugs in
COVID-19 clinical trials have were included in at least one of the
five lists resulting from our DR pathways, once again demonstrat-
ing the exploitable facets of the present study.
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Some additional information that can be derived from this
study is that the 13 final drugs were associated with DPCs and
DBCs that suggest that these drugs are more likely to belong to
the MeSH-PA therapeutic use categories ‘Anti-infective’, ‘Cardio-
vascular’ and ‘Antineoplastic’.

Notwithstanding these findings, the current work might have
some limitations concerning the difficulties of integrating and
standardizing data. DISNET has helped to overcome this chal-
lenge by providing several integrated sources. Nevertheless, the
heterogeneous nature of biomedical data, and the resulting diffi-
culty of combining many sources into one, could have concealed
some underlying knowledge that was missed in the current
study. Another limitation is that we did not consider combinato-
rial treatments, which may be effective against COVID-19.57,59,60

Future lines of research will include studying the differences
that could be observed when considering COVID-19 in adults
and infants as two distinct entities, as these two patient groups
are thought to have different symptomatology. Moreover, hav-
ing numerical data to represent symptom prevalence (for exam-
ple, a score to weight the COVID-19–symptoms relationships)
would improve the analysis. Other means to achieve DR might
come from machine learning or chemical structures similarity
approaches.
As a final note, we can conclude that DISNET has proven to be
a successful DR tool, with our results confirming the data
obtained from the literature and from official clinical trials.
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